Tagistics Corporation Aligns with Sun
Microsystems to Release RFID
Central(tm) a Turn-Key RFID Offering
for Companies with Chinese
Manufactured Products
BOCA RATON, Fla. — (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tagistics Corporation today
announced an alliance and licensing agreement for the Sun Java(tm) System
RFID Tag and Ship Solution and Sun Java(tm) System RFID Software. Tagistics
will incorporate Sun’s products into its RFID Central solution, resulting in
what the company believes is the first service that enables enterprises to
outsource RFID tagging of Chinese manufactured goods.
RFID Central includes hardware, software, retailer integration, and system
management. This complete RFID package allows companies to meet international
retailer mandates and realize new efficiencies from their supply chain. RFID
Central consolidates Chinese manufacturing sites and retailer distribution
centers into one “snap shot” for global visibility of goods movement between
Asia, Europe and America.
“By combining our solution with the power of Sun we are first to market with
a complete RFID offering that includes Chinese source tagging,” said Herbert
P. Goertz, Tagistics’ CEO. Mr. Goertz continued to say “Source tagging allows
companies to increase FOB shipments to retailers, improve inventory control,
and meet retailer mandates all at the same time. This creates the ROI the
market is looking for.”
Sun is a leading provider of RFID technologies and solutions with heavy
investments in software development and operational RFID centers like the
ones in Dallas TX and Singapore. “The demand for RFID is growing, however
RFID deployments are not simple and no one company can do it alone,” said
Julie Sarbacker, Director of RFID Business at Sun, “The Tagistics RFID
Central solution provides a simple, yet powerful way for manufacturers to
quickly meet retail mandates.”
Tagistics and Sun will present RFID Central live in Beijing at this year’s
RFID China Forum 2005 April 26-28. Tagistics’ President, Christopher J.
Terry, will be delivering a keynote address on RFID technology; Sun is a
Silver sponsor of the event.
About Tagistics
Tagistics Corporation is the wholly owned US subsidiary of Hong Kong based
MeiDa Information Technology Ltd. which since 2001 has delivered technology
solutions that meet the needs of international companies in China. By
developing RFID Edge Solutions for the Global Supply Chain, the company

allows their customers to realize Total Asset Visibility (TAV) with true ROI
by leveraging RFID within their Far East operations.
For more information please visit www.tagistics.com.
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